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Discover the book which will cover everything from a simple "What is Bitcoin, and What is blockchain" to the advanced bitcoin coding and blockchain
programming. Now there might be some questions playing on your mind like: What is Bitcoin? Why should I care? What the heck is blockchain? Is it
secure? What can Bitcoin do that the dollar can't? Who benefits? How can I make money with Cryptocurrency? Are Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
doomed to fail? Also, are you worried that it's too technical and that you will never understand the concepts? Do you suffer from future shock, but are
looking for a reason to be optimistic? Do you see the possibility of something new and beautiful, but are unsure of it or how to articulate it to friends?
Then you have found the perfect book. In this book, we'll look at the answers to all these questions along with addressing how I made millions of
dollars trading bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies in 6 months. "Perfect for fans of Nathaniel Popper and Andreas M. Antonopoulos." "We've got a
really big bet on the blockchain, that is some of the most disruptive technology we've seen since electricity. When that starts to come, I think there's
going to be a host of new models that come out of that ... that's where we probably get excited about what's the next bet." - Jeff Schumacher, Founder,
and Chief Executive Officer, BCG Digital Ventures "I do think Bitcoin is the first [encrypted money] that has the potential to do something like
changing the world." - Peter Thiel, Co-Founder of PayPal "So my view's quite clear. I believe cryptocurrencies, bitcoin is the first example, I believe
they're going to change the world." - Richard Brown, Executive Architect at IBMM Final Words: Even if you think you know everything discussed
here, give this book a shot. It's an informative and entertaining read, and you may pick up some valuable tools and new ways of thinking you've never
read or heard of before. Would You Like to Know More? Scroll to the top and click that yellow button, and Get your copy Today! See you inside!
Can blockchain solve your biggest business problem? While news outlets are transfixed with Bitcoin's latest swings, your most forward-looking
competitors are tuning out the noise and quietly making key bets on blockchain. They're effortlessly tracking every last link in their supply chains.
They're making bureaucratic paper trails obsolete while keeping their customers' data safer. And they're imagining new ways to use this next
foundational technology to sustain their competitive advantage. What should you be doing right now to ensure that your business is poised for success?
These articles by blockchain experts and consultants will help you understand today's most essential thinking on what blockchain is capable of now,
how to adopt it in your organization, and how the technology is likely to be used in the near future and beyond. Blockchain: The Insights You Need
from Harvard Business Review will help you spearhead important conversations, get going on the right blockchain initiatives in your company, and
capitalize on the opportunity of the coming blockchain wave. Catch up on current topics and deepen your understanding of them with the Insights You
Need series from Harvard Business Review. Featuring some of HBR's best and most recent thinking, Insights You Need titles are both a primer on
today's most pressing issues and an extension of the conversation, with interesting research, interviews, case studies, and practical ideas to help you
explore how a particular issue will impact your company and what it will mean for you and your business.
CryptocurrencyThe Basics of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and BlockchainCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Discover how to can take advantage of the cryptocurrency revolution BITCOIN Back in 2010 1 Bitcoin was valued $0.003. Since then its value has
been radically increasing. 4 years later 1 Bitcoin was valued roughly 1000$, and as of October 2017 1 BITCOIN is valued $4.165. Bitcoin is different
from all the other currencies because no one can control it. Bitcoins are a digital currency exchanged between users through the net, they aren't
printed by a central bank and can't be devalued. In this book you'll find everything you need to know about the Bitcoin world and the blockchain
technology. You'll discover all the websites and softwares that will give you the ability to earn money trading and investing in bitcoins, and all the tools
and platforms you can use to mine bitcoins for a profit. What you'll discover: What Is a Bitcoin And How Does It Work Everything You Need To Start
Mining Bitcoin For Profit How To Make Money Quickly Using Bitcoin Mining Platforms How To Avoid Losing Money With The Mining Profitability
Calculator (100% Risk-Free) What Drives Bitcoin Price, And How To Take Advantage Of It A Scam Test To Discover If A Bitcoin Service Isn't
Legitimate Before Losing Money The Best Bitcoin Wallets For Computers And Smartphones 10 Important Rules To Keep Your Bitcoins Safe And
Much More ETHEREUM Released in July 2015, the Ethereum platform has been growing exponentially. As of November 2017, 1 ETH is worth over
300$. This book will discuss everything that you need to know about Ethereum, so that you can make an informed decision for your investments. You'll
discover the technology behind the Ethereum platform, advantages and possible problems you may run into, how smart contracts work and how to
program your own smart contract, how to buy and mine ether for profit. You'll learn: What Is Ethereum And How It Works A Step By Step Guide To
Buy Ether Today How To Find A Secure Wallet To Safely Store Your Coins The 4 Most Important Tips To Buy Ethereum Safely A Step By Step Guide
To Mining Ether For Profit How To Program Your Own Smart Contract 6 Myths Most People Believe About Smart Contracts And Much More
BLOCKCHAIN The blockchain technology is probably the greatest human invention after the internet. Simply put, the blockchain technology is a form
of a distributed ledger that is decentralized and public and can record transactions with a very high level of security. All the records in the blockchain
are called blocks, and each of them is linked to the previous one with a hash pointer and is securely stored with cryptography. This technology is
revolutionary because every transaction is recorded across a network of multiple computers in the net. Since the blockchain technology is so
decentralized, it is free from control or influence of any central authority. In this comprehensive guide you'll find everything you need to know about
the Blockchain technology, blockchain based applications and interesting future developments. What you'll discover: What Is The Blockchain
Technology And Exactly How Does It Work Real World Examples Of The Blockchain Technology How To Hack A Blockchain Network With The 51%
Attack 5 Proven Ways To Profit From Cryptocurrencies 8 Core Strategies To Make Money Trading Cryptocurrencies (Every Investor Should Know
These) The Common Mistakes Beginner Traders Make And How To Avoid Them And Much More
Bitcoin And Cryptocurrency Technologies - 4 MANUSCRIPTS in 1!! ?? Special 4-In-1 Deal - Buy The Paperback Version And Get The Ebook For
FREE! ?? The Bitcoin Revolution Bitcoin is fast becoming the most popular method of paying online. Although it has been around since 2008, there
are still some people that have either never heard of the service or that do not know its uses. Some people simply thought that Bitcoin "is just another
online service" that allows you to make purchases on other sites. But there is more to it than that. This book is your guide to the world of Bitcoin. It will
describe to you what Bitcoin is and how it is used. What You'll Learn: Bitcoin Defined Bitcoin Uses How to Use Bitcoin Caveats with Bitcoin And much
much more... The Blockchain Revolution The sudden boom in cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and the emergence of new collaborative platforms like
Ethereum have brought Blockchain Technology in public domain, yet very little is known about the subject.Some consider it the base technology for
Bitcoin; others consider it a platform.Both are somewhat right and wrong, but definitely, they are not well informed. This book will explain the basic
concepts of blockchain technology and how it functions. It will tell you how it can affect your life and if it has any growth potential for you. What You'll
Learn: Introduction to Blockchain technology Main components of a Blockchain The past, present, and future of the technology The perception of this
technology Its charismatic components The ways it will affect our daily lives And more... "Blockchain technology has been called the greatest
innovation since the internet" The Ethereum Revolution Looking to educate yourself on the second-highest valued cryptocurrency that's so hot that
over one-hundred-fifty mainstream companies are collaborating together in a nonprofit just in anticipation of what new advancements will be possible?
Maybe you're just looking for some background on this network before investing, or you just want to 'mine'the easiest, quickest, and cheapest way.
Have no idea what a 'smart contract' is and want to know what all the excitement is about? Been wondering just what a 'decentralized' network is?
From the history of the protocol and Ethereum system and how it was all theorized, developed, and ultimately launched, to the steps you'll need to
follow to mine for Ether.I have 'mined' through it all and lay it out in detail. What You Will Learn: The What's The How To's How Does It Compare?
What Dapps Are Currently In Ethereum? Recent Ethereum News What's Ahead for Ethereum? "If the plan doesn't work. Change the plan. But never
change the goal" The Cryprocurrency Revolution Want to learn more about the super exciting cryptocurrency industry and how exactly to get
involved? Maybe you just want a little background on some of the "hotter" options;before investing time and/or money or you just want to know the
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basics of what exactly a blockchain, cryptocurrency, or digital wallet is? Thousands, and more likely, millions of individuals and companies around the
globe wish they had taken these steps early in Bitcoin's history when they were less than$10 USD and now, thousands of people are looking for the next
big thing. You Will Learn: What Is Cryptocurrency? What Exactly Is a Blockchain? What Cryptocurrencies Are Available? How Do I Mine For
"Free" Cryptocurrencies? What Are These Wallet Things? What is PoW and PoS? Terms and Definitions And More
Cryptocurrency
Understanding the Blockchain, Bitcoin, Ethereum and Co
Bitcoin And Cryptocurrency Technologies
Bitcoin, Ethereum & Blockchain: Beginners Guide to Understanding the Technology Behind Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency
3 Manuscripts - Bitcoin, Ethereum, Blockchain
The Ultimate Guide to the World of Ethereum, Ethereum Mining, Ethereum Investing, Smart Contracts, Dapps and Daos, Ether, Blockchain
Technology

"In the year 2017, Bitcoin touched a market capitalisation of over 240 billion dollars. In the
year 2014, one Bitcoin could buy about 500 dollars, just three years later one Bit coin buys
15,000 dollars. The Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is becoming the preferred method of raising
money. Many countries like Dubai have announced their own crypto-currency called emCash.
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Blockchain are the most difficult technologies to understand. That's why
most people including technology folks cannot understand the future direction of these
technologies. The only way to understand anything complex is by going back to the basics. This
is what we do in this book. We explain every byte of the Bitcoin blockchain that is downloaded
on your computer. Only by going back to your roots can you understand anything complex.
Most of the code in this book is written in Python as today, it is the easiest language to use.
The Bitcoin Source is written only in C++. Most of the important Bit coin data structures are
only documented in code, a bare knowledge of reading and not writing C++ will help. Finally,
the official client for Ethereum is written in the programming language Go. This book is
written for a programmer. We use code and not words to describe a Blockchain is. We believe
that all kinds of people including non-technology folks will need some programming to grasp
the basic concepts of the Blockchain. There is no other way to understand this technology.
Finally, we end with the biggest use of Smart Contracts which is raising money using a ICO.
Our primary focus is on Bitcoins and Blockchains and not on Ethereum and Smart Contracts
which comprises only 4 chapters. International Currency transfers are very expensive today.
With the advent of the Lighting Network and sidechains, the Bitcoin blockchain can scale to a
level where it can handle transactions faster than any credit card transaction.
***GET THE KINDLE VERSION FREE WHEN YOU PURCHASE THE PAPERBACK!***This BOX
SET Contains: Blockchain: The Beginners Guide to Understanding the Technology Behind
Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency Bitcoin: The Beginners Guide to Making Money with Bitcoin &
Blockchain Cryptocurrency Ethereum: The Definitive Guide to Investing in Ethereum &
Blockchain Cryptocurrency "What the Internet did for communications, Blockchain will do for
trusted transactions".- Ginni Rometty, IBM CEOCryptocurrency and it's disruptive architecture
is now heading the biggest revolution in the Finance sector for the last 100 years.There is a lot
of hype surrounding Cryptocurrency, but what does this actually mean for us? What is this new
technology? Why does it matter and how can we capitalize?These questions are not always
answered with due diligence in the sea of headlines that deal with digital currencies.As a
result, many people are left with an incomplete understanding of this transformative new
technology and its massive implications for the future.The goal of these books is not to plumb
the depths of mathematical wizardry, as much of the available information dealing with
cryptocurrencies assumes a fairly advanced level of experience with cryptography, computer
programming, financial markets, and mathematics in general, but rather to serve as an
introduction to the broader architecture and conceptual background of cryptocurrency
technology.We will take a practical approach, examining how Blockchain, Bitcoin & Ethereum
are used in the real world.In this trilogy guide you will learn: A Brief History of Blockchain
Technology Blockchain Basics: Managing Digital Transactions Profiting from Blockchain
Technologies Limitations & Challenges of Blockchain How can I use Bitcoin? The difference
between Bitcoin & other cryptocurrencies Choosing the Best Bitcoin Wallet Making Money &
Investing With Bitcoin Common Myths, Mistakes, & Misconceptions About Bitcoin The Role of
Smart Contracts The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) Consensus Algorithms: Proof-of-Work
vs. Proof-of-Stake Getting Started with Ethereum Criticisms, Risks, & Challenges Concerning
Ethereum For Centuries, people have relied on third parties and corrupt Centralized
Institutions like banks and Governments to serve as intermediaries when it comes to storing
and transacting financial assets.This is ALL About To Change...Make sure you take action and
join the Financial Revolution.
This book includes everything you need to know to start investing in cryptocurrencies today now available in the 2nd, revised and improved edition! What is Bitcoin good for? What is the
blockchain and how does it work? What other cryptocurrencies are there? And: should you get
invested? If these are some of the questions you've been asking yourself, this is the book for
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you! Learn what Bitcoin is, how it works, and its pros and cons Understand the blockchain
technology which powers most major cryptocurrencies, and alternatives to it Get to know other
cryptocurrencies and their use cases, such as Ethereum, Cardano, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash,
IOTA, Tron, Dogecoin, and many more! Including chapters on cryptography, forks, staking,
ICOs, NFTs and much more Understand crypto markets and learn when to invest - and when to
be careful Comprehensive information on how to get involved, including wallets, exchanges
and how they work and taxation of profits In plain English, this book features beginner
friendly, comprehensive chapters on the following topics: What is money? Does the world need
an alternative to fiat currencies? The basics of programming and cryptography, including
hashes, Merkle trees, digital signatures, and encryption methods Everything you need to know
about the blockchain, the backbone of most cryptocurrencies, including a chapter on the
different kinds of forks of a blockchain The Bitcoin network, how it works, and Bitcoin's
history The dark sides of Bitcoin many like to conceal Ethereum, the largest cryptocurrency
after Bitcoin, and how it differs from Bitcoin, including a chapter on staking Stablecoins, NFTs
und Alternativen zur Blockchain Other cryptocurrencies such as Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash,
Cardano, BNB, IOTA, Tron, Solana, Dogecoin & Co. ICOs - an easy way to make a quick buck,
or nothing but hot air? An overview of the crypto market to help you decide whether you want
to invest Step-by-step instructions on how to purchase cryptocurrencies The workings of
exchanges, including an introduction to candlesticks, indicators, order types & Co.
Information on taxation of profits from trading cryptocurrencies, with sections on the US, the
UK, Canada and Australia Useful links to help you get started in the world of cryptocurrencies,
and definitions of all important technical terms for an easy lookup This book is now also
available in German! Look up "Jonathan Geuter Die Kryptobibel" on your local Amazon
website.
Ethereum is one of the top cryptocurrencies by market cap and is traded worldwide. Learn how
to buy Ethereum with this comprehensive guide to purchasing, securing and investing in
Ether. Buying Ethereum is not as complex as you think! Today only, get this Amazon bestseller
for a special price. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. Ethereum has
turned into a top cryptocurrency contrasting option to Bitcoin throughout the most recent
year. Be that as it may, not at all like Bitcoin and adversary cash Litecoin, Ethereum has been
received by numerous organizations and new businesses as an approach to execute (and that's
just the beginning). Learn how to take advantage of the Ethereum Age! Here Is A Preview Of
What You'll Read... Ethereum Milestone How Ethereum Differs From Bitcoin? Why Invest In
Ethereum? How To Buy Ethereum? Protection And Security Concerns Smart Contracts: The
Future Of Banking And much, much more! Download your copy today! Take action today and
download this book now at a special price!
Blockchain For the Non-Technical*** THIS IS A PREVIEW PRINT ***I am IBM ́s official liaison
to the Ethereum core developers and frequently give talks on blockchain topics around the
world. After one keynote I was asked for a non-technical guide to understand blockchains. This
is it.This book aims to help you get your head around blockchains in general and around
Ethereum specifically.Since Ethereum is currently the pre-imminent blockchain, it makes
sense as reference point. The essential stuff is the same for any blockchain.This text was
written for people with a fast grasp, who are not programmers. Reading this should give you
the basics to cut through the hype and to identify blockchain opportunities in your
professional domain.There are tiny bits of code, which can be admired and skipped.We ́ll look
at Ethereum ́s benefits first, how it is used and what can be done with it; then explain
blockchain machinery, visiting the terms that you ́ll be confronted with in every discussion
about its application. Exactly what you need to tell the noise from the signal in the echo
chamber of honest misunderstandings and desperate marketing.We take a good hard look at
limitations, throw in some history and names and give a realistic outlook.The index reads like
an FAQ and you can use the book like that. However, there is a strong build up, one chapter
leading to the next, as optimized path to understanding all the interconnected, moving parts.
There ́s quite a number of them.Blockchains are not a trivial topic.The fact that blockchain
client programs are small has fooled many people into believing it can ́t possibly be that hard.
The challenges are in the implications though.But what's in this book will put you ahead of
almost everyone outside the core bubble.If you find something explained badly, please yell at
me at: ethereum.bookØgmail.comA deep dive into this field now - at least getting started - will
help you to become part of the fun ahead. It should allow you to stand out, land deals or a
great job.It will also make you see first hand how early we are in the game. Take your time! It ́s
worth it.Hopefully, we will find a contributor to the blockchain community in you,
strengthening the portfolio of real-world use cases. Ideally, you ́ll learn to navigate your own
uncharted course through your domain and revolutionize it, applying blockchain tech where it
really makes sense.From the Book's Index:What is Ethereum?What is Ether?What is Ethereum
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Not?What is Ethereum Used for?Create Your Own Digital Currency!How Does Ethereum
Compare?How Does Ethereum Work?What is a Blockchain?What ́s the Magic?What is Holding
It Back?What is a Cryptocurrency?What is a Digital Currency?What is a Digital Asset?What is a
Mirror Asset?What is Mining? What is a Decentralized Application (Dapp)? What is a Smart
Contract?What is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)?What is an Oracle?What is
Timestamping?What is a Private Chain?What is a Virtual Machine?What is the EVM?What is
Gas?What is Solidity?How Fast is Ethereum / Latency?What is Ethereum ́s Capacity /
Throughput?What is Probabilistic Finality?How Ready is Ethereum?Is Ethereum Legal?Do You
understand Money?How did Bitcoin Start?Who is Behind Ethereum?What is The DAO?What is
Ethereum Classic?What is all the Hype about?Will Ethereum Change the World?Opinions in
this book are mine, not that of IBM. I am not an Ethereum spokesperson either.Drafts of the
book have been run by core Ethereum people and highest ranking IBM engineers though, in a
bid to ensure accuracy.Please use ethereum.bookØgmail.com for feedback or questions. I'll be
happy to hear what you felt was missing or presented out of order, no matter your background.
Blockchain
THE UNDOCUMENTED INTERNALS OF THE BITCOIN ETHEREUM AND BLOCKCHAINS
Understanding Ethereum Technology For Beginners
3 In 1 - Blockchain, Bitcoin, Ethereum
Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Technologies
The Basics of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Blockchain
Bitcoin And Cryptocurrency Technologies – 4 MANUSCRIPTS!! The Bitcoin Revolution Bitcoin is fast becoming the most popular method of
paying online. Although it has been around since 2008, there are still some people that have either never heard of the service or that do
not know its uses. Some people simply thought that Bitcoin “is just another online service” that allows you to make purchases on other
sites. But there is more to it than that. This book is your guide to the world of Bitcoin. It will describe to you what Bitcoin is and how it is
used. What You'll Learn: Bitcoin Defined Bitcoin Uses How to Use Bitcoin Caveats with Bitcoin And much much more... The Blockchain
Revolution The sudden boom in cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and the emergence of new collaborative platforms like Ethereum have
brought Blockchain Technology in public domain, yet very little is known about the subject.Some consider it the base technology for
Bitcoin; others consider it a platform.Both are somewhat right and wrong, but definitely, they are not well informed. This book will explain
the basic concepts of blockchain technology and how it functions. It will tell you how it can affect your life and if it has any growth
potential for you. What You'll Learn: Introduction to Blockchain technology Main components of a Blockchain The past, present, and future
of the technology The perception of this technology Its charismatic components The ways it will affect our daily lives And more…
“Blockchain technology has been called the greatest innovation since the internet” The Ethereum Revolution Looking to educate yourself
on the second-highest valued cryptocurrency that’s so hot that over one-hundred-fifty mainstream companies are collaborating together
in a nonprofit just in anticipation of what new advancements will be possible? Maybe you’re just looking for some background on this
network before investing,or you just want to ‘mine’the easiest, quickest, and cheapest way. Have no idea what a ‘smart contract’ is and
want to know what all the excitement is about? Been wondering just what a ‘decentralized’ network is? From the history of the protocol
and Ethereum system and how it was all theorized, developed, and ultimately launched, to the steps you’ll need to follow to mine for
Ether.I have ‘mined’ through it all and lay it out in detail. What You Will Learn: The What’s The How To’s How Does It Compare? What
Dapps Are Currently In Ethereum? Recent Ethereum News What’s Ahead for Ethereum? “If the plan doesn’t work. Change the plan. But
never change the goal” The Cryprocurrency Revolution Want to learn more about the super exciting cryptocurrency industry and how
exactly to get involved? Maybe you just want a little background on some of the “hotter” options;before investing time and/or money or
you just want to know the basics of what exactly a blockchain, cryptocurrency,or digital wallet is? Thousands, and more likely, millions of
individuals and companies around the globe wish they had taken these steps early in Bitcoin’s history when they were less than$10 USD
and now, thousands of people are looking for the next big thing. You Will Learn: What Is Cryptocurrency? What Exactly Is a Blockchain?
What Cryptocurrencies Are Available? How Do I Mine For “Free” Cryptocurrencies? What Are These Wallet Things? What is PoW and PoS?
Terms and Definitions And More.
Bitcoin And Ethereum Cryptocurrencies – 2 MANUSCRIPTS!! The Bitcoin Revolution Is Here! Bitcoin is fast becoming the most popular
method of paying online. Although it has been around since 2008, there are still some people that have either never heard of the service
or that do not know its uses. Some people simply thought that Bitcoin “is just another online service” that allows you to make purchases
on other sites. But there is more to it than that. This book is your guide to the world of Bitcoin. It will describe to you what Bitcoin is and
how it is used. If you are familiar with other online payment methods, you will feel more confident in using Bitcoin as your method of
choice.The Bitcoin payment system has one feature that others do not have: anonymity. Your name shows on your transactions with
other payment services, but not with Bitcoin. This book will explain that concept to you, as well as its other uses. Since Bitcoin
transactions are anonymous, any connected bank account or credit card cannot be found by hackers. They do not have access to your
name or your email address, which makes it more difficult for them to access any of your financial information. This is explained further in
the book, so get reading and get your Bitcoin going. Here Is a Preview of What You’ll Learn Here… Bitcoin Defined Bitcoin Uses How to
Use Bitcoin Caveats with Bitcoin And much much more... The Ethereum Revolution Is Here! Looking to educate yourself on thesecondhighest valued cryptocurrency that’s so hot that over one-hundred-fifty mainstream companies are collaborating together in a nonprofit
just in anticipation of what new advancements will be possible? Maybe you’re just looking for some background on this network before
investing,or you just want to ‘mine’the easiest, quickest, and cheapest way. Have no idea what a ‘smart contract’ is and want to know
what all the excitement is about? Been wondering just what a ‘decentralized’ network is? From the history of the protocol and Ethereum
system and how it was all theorized, developed, and ultimately launched, to the steps you’ll need to follow to mine for Ether.I have
‘mined’ through it all and lay it out in detail.You’ll gain a good understanding of what a block and blockchain are, what exactly smart
contracts are and what they’re used for, how smart contracts utilize Ether to power the Ethereum blockchain, and how to sell your Ether
for cash or trade it for other cryptocurrencies. Thousands, if not millions, of people around the world, wish they had taken the step to
learn more back when Bitcoin was less than $1,000 USD, and while not many have heard of Ethereum yet,you have the opportunity to
join a growing community.Download this book and see why Fortune 500 companies have invested in the Ethereum blockchain technology
with more joining in consistently, strengthening the network and tantalizing the industry with excited apprehension. As long as its
technology proceeds to be adopted near the recent pace it has seen,Ethereum is certain to continue to see a rise in excitement and
value,making it an investment worthwhile.The time is perfect to learn all you can about the Ethereum blockchain network. You Will Learn:
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The What’s The How To’s How Does It Compare? What Dapps Are Currently In Ethereum? Recent Ethereum News What’s Ahead for
Ethereum? “If the plan doesn’t work. Change the plan. But never change the goal”
A blockchain is a digitized, decentralized, public ledger of all cryptocurrency transactions. Constantly growing as ‘completed’ blocks, the
most recent transactions are recorded and added to it in chronological order, it allows market participants to keep track of digital
currency transactions without central recordkeeping. Each node (a computer connected to the network) gets a copy of the blockchain,
which is downloaded automatically. Originally developed as the accounting method for the virtual currency Bitcoin, blockchains, which
use what's known as distributed ledger technology – are appearing in a variety of commercial applications today. Currently, the
technology is primarily used to verify transactions, within digital currencies though it is possible to digitize, code and insert practically any
document into the blockchain. Doing so creates an indelible record that cannot be changed; furthermore, the record’s authenticity can be
verified by the entire community using the blockchain instead of a single centralized authority.
Enter the Profitable New World of Cryptocurrencies! When you get your copy of Cryptocurrency for Beginners, you’ll learn about the profit
potential of today’s newest financial markets. This book describes concepts like blockchains, Bitcoin mining, and cryptocurrency wallets in
simple, easy-to-understand language. You’ll learn the mechanics of cryptocurrencies like Ethereum, Bitcoin, and Litecoin – and how to
realize big returns from this emerging investment opportunity. Inside this comprehensive guide, you’ll discover a wealth of knowledge
about cryptocurrencies: The Top 10 Cryptocurrencies and Your Most Popular Options How Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies
Changed Finance The Basics of Ethereum Smart Contracts What Cryptocurrency Investors Must Know about DAO and DAPP Market
Capitalization and How to Invest in Cryptocurrencies and so much more! With this book, you can understand the role of Bitcoin and
Ethereum miners in the cryptocurrency market. You’ll find out about transaction verification, public distribution ledgers, and the creation
of new Bitcoins. When you understand memory pools, candidate blocks, and the other fundamentals of cryptocurrency infrastructures,
you can make smart and profitable investment decisions. Don’t pass up this investment opportunity because you lack the relevant
knowledge. Study up on cryptocurrencies today and get the information and confidence you need to enter this brave new financial
system! It’s quick and easy to order – just scroll up and click the BUY NOW WITH ONE CLICK button on the right-hand side of your screen
Discover how $55 million in cryptocurrency vanished in one of the most bizarre thefts in history Out of the Ether: The Amazing Story of
Ethereum and the $55 Million Heist that Almost Destroyed It All tells the astonishing tale of the disappearance of $55 million worth of the
cryptocurrency ether in June 2016. It also chronicles the creation of the Ethereum blockchain from the mind of inventor Vitalik Buterin to
the ragtag group of people he assembled around him to build the second-largest crypto universe after Bitcoin. Celebrated journalist and
author Matthew Leising tells the full story of one of the most incredible chapters in cryptocurrency history. He covers the aftermath of the
heist as well, explaining the extreme lengths the victims of the theft and the creators of Ethereum went to in order to try and limit the
damage. The book covers: The creation of Ethereum An explanation of the nature of blockchain and cryptocurrency The activities of a
colorful cast of hackers, coders, investors, and thieves Perfect for anyone with even a passing interest in the world of modern fintech or
daring electronic heists, Out of the Ether is a story of genius and greed that’s so incredible you may just choose not to believe it.
Blockchain, Bitcoin & Ethereum: the Definitive Guide to Investing in the Cryptocurrency Revolution
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Blockchain, Icos, Decentralization, Mining & Co
Ethereum - The Next Generation of Cryptocurrency
Ethereum Investing
Ethereum: the Definitive Guide to Investing in Ethereum and Blockchain Cryptocurrency
Includes Blueprint Fintech Contracts
Take advantage of the cryptocurrency revolution BITCOIN In this book you'll find everything you need to
know about the Bitcoin world and the blockchain technology. You'll learn: What Is a Bitcoin And How Does
It Work Everything You Need To Start Mining Bitcoin For Profit How To Make Money Quickly Using Bitcoin
Mining Platforms How To Avoid Losing Money With The Mining Profitability Calculator (100% Risk-Free)
What Drives Bitcoin Price, And How To Take Advantage Of It A Scam Test To Discover If A Bitcoin Service
Isn't Legitimate Before Losing Money The Best Bitcoin Wallets For Computers And Smartphones 10 Important
Rules To Keep Your Bitcoins Safe And Much More ETHEREUM This book will discuss everything that you need
to know about Ethereum, so that you can make an informed decision for your investments. You'll learn:
What Is Ethereum And How It Works A Step By Step Guide To Buy Ether Today How To Find A Secure Wallet To
Safely Store Your Coins A Step By Step Guide To Mining Ether For Profit How To Program Your Own Smart
Contract And Much More BLOCKCHAIN In this comprehensive guide you'll find everything you need to know
about the Blockchain technology, blockchain based applications and interesting future developments.
You'll learn: What Is The Blockchain Technology And Exactly How Does It Work Real World Examples Of The
Blockchain Technology 5 Proven Ways To Profit From Cryptocurrencies 8 Core Strategies To Make Money
Trading Cryptocurrencies (Every Investor Should Know These) How The Blockchain Technology Will Change
Our Financial System Forever And Much More Scroll up and click BUY NOW!
Learn how to use Solidity and the Ethereum project – second only to Bitcoin in market capitalization.
Blockchain protocols are taking the world by storm, and the Ethereum project, with its Turing-complete
scripting language Solidity, has rapidly become a front-runner. This book presents the blockchain
phenomenon in context; then situates Ethereum in a world pioneered by Bitcoin. See why professionals and
non-professionals alike are honing their skills in smart contract patterns and distributed application
development. You'll review the fundamentals of programming and networking, alongside its introduction to
the new discipline of crypto-economics. You'll then deploy smart contracts of your own, and learn how
they can serve as a back-end for JavaScript and HTML applications on the Web. Many Solidity tutorials
out there today have the same flaw: they are written for “advanced” JavaScript developers who want to
transfer their skills to a blockchain environment. Introducing Ethereum and Solidity is accessible to
technology professionals and enthusiasts of all levels. You’ll find exciting sample code that can move
forward real world assets in both the academic and the corporate arenas. Find out now why this book is a
powerful gateway for creative technologists of all types, from concept to deployment. What You’ll Learn
See how Ethereum (and other cryptocurrencies) work Compare distributed apps (dapps) to web apps Write
Ethereum smart contracts in Solidity Connect Ethereum smart contracts to your HTML/CSS/JavaScript web
applications Deploy your own dapp, coin, and blockchain Work with basic and intermediate smart contracts
Who This Book Is For Anyone who is curious about Ethereum or has some familiarity with computer science
Product managers, CTOs, and experienced JavaScript programmers Experts will find the advanced sample
projects in this book rewarding because of the power of Solidity
Are you READY to dive into the world of the blockchain technology & cryptocurrencies?! What is
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blockchain? How does block actually work? How does blockchain technology affect our future and what can
it be used for? FEBRUARY PAPERBACK DEAL - SAVE 38% NOW! Paperback REGULAR PRICE: $21.49 ONLY TODAY:
$13.38 BONUS: Buy The Paperback Edition And Get FREE Access To The Kindle Edition Step up your game and
take your blockchain and cryptocurrency knowledge to the next level! The blockchain is an undeniably
incredible invention - created by Satoshi Nakamoto. But since then, it has evolved into something
greater, and the main question every single person is asking is: What is Blockchain? Blockchain is the
world's leading software platform for digital assets. Digital assets, like bitcoin and ethereum, allow
users to transact directly without any third-party intermediary and was built to radically improve the
financial system. There is a lot of speculation and misinformation about blockchain technology. While it
is a rather technical subject, it can easily be understood if taught by the right person. In this
simplified guide on blockchain , you'll learn how this new technology actually works. You'll be guided
through every aspect of blockchain thoroughly to gain a deeper understanding of the meaning behind it.
By the end of the book, you'll know everything you need to know about this topic and be ready use that
information for future applications and investments. A preview of what you're getting out of
''Blockchain Technology Explained'' when downloading today: How The Blockchain Technology Works Benefits
Of Blockchain Technology Challenges Of Blockchain Technology Why Blockchain Is Important Blockchain
Wallet The Future Of Blockchain Blockchain Programming Blockchain Security Blockchain Mining MUCH, MUCH,
MORE! In comparison to the majority of books on the same topic, this one is not filled with unrelated
information and facts just to fill up the pages. Blockchain Technology Explained is a straightforward
resource provided to give the readers the most value possible. Scroll to the top and select the "BUY"
button for instant access! Related: Blockchain Wallet, Blockchain Bitcoin, Blockchain 101,
Cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple xrp, Litecoin, Cardano, NEM, NEO, Stellar, EOS, IOTA, Dash,
Monero, TRON, ICON, Lisk, Qtum, RaiBlocks, VeChain, OmiseGo, Populous, Zcash, Tether, Verge, Stratis,
Siacoin, Binance Coin, Bytecoin, Ardor, Steem, Status, Bitshares, Maker, Ox, Waves, Dogecoin,
Veritaseum, Komodo, Cryptocurrency trading what is blockchain technology blockchain bitcoin
cryptocurrencies cryptography blockchain application blockchain 101 blockchain technology, bitcoin
trading, blockchain technology, blockchains, the blockchain, how blockchain work, what is blockchain,
blockchain explained blockchain bitcoin explained mastering it for investing and bitcoin trading,
trading bitcoins and what is is cryptocurrency bitcoin blockchain ethereum blockchain ibm, blockchain
technology explained, blockchain wallet, blockchain books, blockchain explained, blockchained explained
bitcoin ethereum books trading investing mining blockchain what is blockchain 101 blockchian explained
application blockchain application blockchain smart contract blockchain
An experimental new Internet-based form of money is created that anyone can generate at home; people
build frightening firetrap computers full of video cards, putting out so much heat that one operator is
hospitalised with heatstroke and brain damage. A young physics student starts a revolutionary new
marketplace immune to State coercion; he ends up ordering hits on people because they might threaten his
great experiment, and is jailed for life without parole. Fully automated contractual systems are
proposed to make business and the law work better; the contracts people actually write are unregulated
penny stock offerings whose fine print literally states that you are buying nothing of any value. The
biggest crowdfunding in history attracts $150 million on the promise that it will embody “the steadfast
iron will of unstoppable code”; upon release it is immediately hacked, and $50 million is stolen. How
did we get here? David Gerard covers the origins and history of Bitcoin to the present day, the other
cryptocurrencies it spawned including Ethereum, the ICO craze and the 2017 crypto bubble, and the
attempts to apply blockchains and smart contracts to business. Plus a case study on blockchains in the
music industry. Bitcoin and blockchains are not a technology story, but a psychology story. Remember: if
it sounds too good to be true, it almost certainly is. “A sober riposte to all the upbeat forecasts
about cryptocurrency” — New York Review of Books “A very convincing takedown of the whole phenomenon” —
BBC News
Ethereum - The Next Generation of Cryptocurrency Book Description It's time to learn more about the next
cryptocurrency, Ethereum! Ethereum - The Next Generation of Cryptocurrency will help guide you through
the latest cryptocurrency and how you can get Ethereum, what you can do with, and how it differs from
other cryptocurrencies. The popularity of other cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin has led to a popular
surge in cryptocurrencies and the benefits they offer people around the world. While many people around
the world know what Bitcoin is, Ethereum is more widely accepted by countries and corporations around
the world. Inside Ethereum - The Next Generation of Cryptocurrency you'll discover: * The main uses for
Ethereum * The difference between Ethereum and Bitcoin * What you can utilize Ethereum for * A
beginner's guide to Ethereum * How to get your hands on some Ether and its uses * Risks associated with
Ethereum * How you can make money with Ethereum *Tips for investing and trading Ethereum * How to
utilize cryptocurrency & much more! It's time to take your trading to the next level with
cryptocurrencies! If you have been interested in other cryptocurrencies, but you're not sure where to
start, then you need to get a copy of Ethereum - The Next Generation of Cryptocurrency for yourself now!
It's never too late to get started in the world of cryptocurrency.
Blockchain Technology Explained
Cryptocurrency Blockchain Revolution Technology Explained
Ethereum
Everything You Need to Know about Bitcoin, Ethereum, Blockchain,
Crypto Investing Mastery Bible
A Complete Guide To Investing In Ether Cryptocurrency And Blockchain Technology

The Ethereum Revolution Is Here! Looking to educateyourself on the second-highest valued
cryptocurrency that’s sohot that over one-hundred-fifty mainstream companies are collaborating
togetherin a nonprofit just in anticipation of what new advancements will be possible? Maybe
you’re just looking for some background on this network before investing,or you just want to
‘mine’ the easiest, quickest, and cheapest way Have no idea what a ‘smart contract’ is and want
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to know what allthe excitement is about? Been wondering just what a ‘decentralized’ networkis?
Download this book and you’ll learn the reasons for the hype andexcitement and just why Ethereum
is considered to be so muchmore than just another new cryptocurrency. And how to fully
takeadvantage of each aspect of this network. Ethereum is stilllargely unknown to the general
public that doesn’t keep up withcryptocurrencies or the tech industry, and while there is at
least a semi-decent amount ofinformation available now, the information is spread out and it
stillis not widely-known exactly what all the Ethereum network has to offer. Assuch, I scoured
the available documentation and completed my own research forthe beginner and present it all
together in this book, in an easy tounderstand format and language. From the history ofthe
protocol and Ethereum system and how it was all theorized, developed, andultimately launched, to
the steps you’ll need to follow to mine for Ether. Ihave ‘mined’ through it all and lay it out
in detail. You’ll gain agood understanding of what a block and blockchain are, what exactly
smartcontracts are and what they’re used for, how smart contracts utilize Ether topower the
Ethereum blockchain, and how to sell your Ether for cash ortrade it for other cryptocurrencies.
Thousands, if not millions, of people around the world, wish they had taken thestep to learn
more back when Bitcoin was less than $1,000 USD, and while notmany have heard of Ethereum yet,
you have the opportunity to join agrowing community. Download this book and see why Fortune
500companies have invested in the Ethereum blockchain technology with more joiningin
consistently, strengthening the network and tantalizing the industry withexcited apprehension.
With continued value growth as an investment and the broadening value andacceptance of the
Ethereum blockchain technology itself, learning the basicsis a wise move everyone should make at
this point. Reading my bookisn’t guaranteed to make you rich, or provide you with the solution
to yourbusiness needs, but it will provide you with some great insight on Ethereum,what it can
do and what you can do with it, how to get started mining for yourfirst Ether, and what Ethereum
could mean for cryptocurrencies, and the world. As long as itstechnology proceeds to be adopted
near the recent pace it has seen, Ethereumis certain to continue to see a rise in excitement and
value, makingit an investment worthwhile. The time is perfect to learn all you canabout the
Ethereum blockchain network. You Will Learn: The What’s The How To’s How Does It Compare? What
Dapps Are Currently In Ethereum? Recent Ethereum News What’s Ahead for Ethereum? “If the plan
doesn’t work. Change the plan. But never change the goal”
This book includes 3 manuscripts: Bitcoin: What You Need To Know About The Cryptocurrency
(Amazon Best Seller) Ethereum: What You Need To Know About The Blockchain-Based Platform
Blockchain: How Technologies Behind Bitcoin Is Changing Money and Business Regardless of how
much you know about the Cryptocurrency phenomenon or whether you are a total newbie, this book
will explain the concepts assuming no prior knowledge and will give you everything you need to
know. Here is what readers say: "This is a great book for people starting to dip their toes in
crypto currency. It goes over all the general area as far as the history of bitcoin and the
potential financial investment it has. A very informational and interesting read." "Very
informing book! I had heard about bitcoin earlier, but had never understood why it had such a
fan following. I wanted to know more about cryptocurrency, so bought this book. The author has
done an excellent job in describing what bitcoin and cryptocurrency are all about. The author
discussed extensively on the advantages and limitations of cryptocurrencies, how and where one
can buy them, what to keep in mind while buying them and what are the pitfalls one should avoid
while trading. Worth reading guide!"
(THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO THE WORLD OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY) Grab this GREAT physical book now at
a limited time discounted price! You're about to discover how to...This book covers the exciting
topic of blockchain technology. It will teach you what blockchain technology is, how it works
and how it could change your life completely. Now, you probably have heard something about
Bitcoin. Do you know exactly what it is though? Bitcoin is interesting, and we will give you
some information about it here. What is more interesting is the underlying infrastructure that
makes Bitcoin work. The blockchain is so much more than just what makes Bitcoin work, though, it
is an entirely new way of storing and securing data. Blockchain makes it possible to keep your
data out of the hands of hackers in a way that you would never have dreamed of. We're going to
go through that so that you understand precisely how it does this. We will then also discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of the blockchain, and what the future looks like for it. We are
also going to go through what Ethereum is and how it relates to the blockchain. We will look at
how Ethereum makes your life easier with smart contracts and how it is fostering creativity by
facilitating the development of Dapps. Here Is What You'll Learn About... (What Is The
Blockchain?) (How The Blockchain Works) (The History Of The Blockchain & Bitcoin) (The
Advantages Of Blockchain Technology) (The Disadvantages Of Blockchain Technology) (Blockchain's
Impact On The Finance Industry) (Ethereum, Smart Contracts, And Decentralized Apps) (The Future
Of Blockchain) Much, much more! Order your copy of this fantastic book today!
Have you ever heard of bitcoin? Well, Ethereum is going to be similar to bitcoin and it is going
to be a platform where you can mine coins known as ether. Ethereum is a new platform that is
going to continue to develop and all of the users of Ethereum are going to be a part of history
as it continues to grow. Ethereum will allow you to mine much like bitcoin, however, the sad
thing is that it is still a digital currency that is not accepted everywhere. Although, when it
is accepted, you are going to have the digital currency built up and will not have to worry
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about jumping on the bandwagon because you were already on it!
Cryptocurrency The Basics of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Blockchain When people think of
cryptocurrency, most automatically think about Bitcoin. Some may even think about Ethereum, and
even less understand how the Blockchain actually works. Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Blockchain are
the three biggest topics and most widely debated matters in the world of digital currency. These
three subjects alone have helped the rich get richer, assisted in the expansion of technology,
and are single-handedly reshaping the world of finance. In this book, you will learn: What
cryptocurrencies are What Bitcoin is What Ethereum is What Blockhain is and how it works The
pros and cons of cryptocurrencies The technology behind it all How to determine mining
profitability Where to store it and how to keep it safe Fun facts about digital currency and
exchanges Get your copy of Cryptocurrency: The Basics of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Blockchain and
start investing the proper way!
What Is Blockchain Technology, Cryptocurrency Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Smart Contracts? Blockchain
for Dummies.
This Book Includes: Bitcoin Explained and Ethereum Blockchain Revolution Explained
Your Guide To Understanding Ethereum, Blockchain,and Cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency Mining: Everything You Need to Know About Bitcoin, Ethereum,blockchain, Before
Investing in It (Learn How to Trade Crypto With Proven Techniques)
Cryptocurrency for Beginners
Attack of the 50 Foot Blockchain

Are you new to blockchain technology? While you might be familiar with Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency, the words Blockchain and blockchain programming can be intimidating for some. Inside this comprehensive Blockchain for
dummies guide, you will acquire all the necessary information that you need. These days, there is a lot of hype
surrounding the concept of the blockchain revolution. The industry experts see the technology as one of the greatest
innovations since the invention of the internet. Numerous companies, banks, and several governments are rushing to
implement blockchain technology in various areas that could impact every person on the planet within the next few years.
At present Blockchain is the biggest revolution in the financial sector. Cryptocurrencies might be interesting, but go pale
when compared with blockchain technology. Experts predict that the blockchain technology will change the way
information is shared across the world, and it will become a central part of our lives over the next ten to fifteen years.
What is Blockchain? The blockchain is simple, inexpensive, and effective revolutionary protocol that allows transactions
to be secure and anonymous by keeping a hack-proof public ledger of value. The blockchain is a decentralized public
ledger, which keeps records of all the transactions on a blockchain network comprising consumers, services, and
suppliers of products. Instead of relying on a centralized authority, blockchain technology established a peer-to-peer
network through a distributed consensus mechanism. At its core, a blockchain builds trust into the network, eliminates
intermediaries and secure data transaction. Blockchains are new technology layers that revamp the internet. After setup,
blockchains never go offline and offer an incredible amount of resiliency. This book will delve into the world of blockchain
and give a layman's overview of what it is, how it works and what the future might hold. This guide includes all of the
basic information that you need to know about blockchain; what it is; how it was introduced; why it is so important today;
and how it can be used in every sector of the contemporary world. Whether you are a private citizen, an inventor or an
entrepreneur, blockchain technology is going to mean a lot to you in the future. Over the coming years, you will come to
see blockchain technology play an ever greater role in your daily life. Don't get left behind, start to read the book,
enlighten yourself and prepare for the future...
Unearth the World-Changing Secrets of Cryptocurrency *** 3 Manuscripts In 1 Book - Blockchain, Bitcoin & Ethereum ***
Blockchain: Inside Blockchain: Understanding the Blockchain Revolution and the Technology Behind It, you'll find out
what blockchains are, how we use them today, and their potential for changing the banking industry as we know it! In
simple, easy-to-understand language, this book explains how blockchains can be used by public and private
organizations. This technology will rock the financial world - and reach far beyond! Some of the topics that'll be covered:
What is a Blockchain? Understanding the Blockchain Technology Potential Uses for the Blockchain Technology
Examples of Public and Private Blockchain Concepts 5 Blockchain Technology Myths And More... Bitcoin: In this book,
you are going to learn everything that you have to know about Bitcoin and how it can benefit you. When you start using
Bitcoin, you do not have to worry about being the only one using it because you are going to be one of the many who join
in on the fun... Inside you will learn, Basic information about cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin Wallets that you can use and
how to keep them secure How to use Bitcoins easier What mistakes other people do and how to avoid doing these
Scams that you need to be aware of Answers to frequently asked questions And so much more! You won't regret
grabbing a copy of this book because you will have enough information to start using Bitcoin like a pro! Ethereum: Do you
want to enter today's growing cryptocurrency markets - but feel overwhelmed by the tech lingo that surrounds this
opportunity? Don't worry - it's far simpler than it sounds to understand Ethereum and make the most of this exciting new
investment option... When you get your copy of Ethereum, you'll discover simple and actionable definitions for new terms
like blockchain, gas, and ether. This comprehensive and easy-to-read guide provides everything you need to get started
in this new world of finance Ethereum uses decentralized blockchain technologies to ensure no one can distort the
currency by acquiring the majority of it. Imagine - a new financial system built on openness, transparency, and equality!
Some of the topics that'll be covered inside: What Is Ethereum? Blockchain and Ethereum Applications on Ethereum
How to Use Ethereum to Build an Application How to Make Money With Ethereum And many more... Don't miss out on
this game-changing opportunity - Get your copy of Cryptocurrency - today!
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The future will be increasingly distributed. As the publicity surrounding Bitcoin and blockchain has shown, distributed
technology and business models are gaining popularity. Yet the disruptive potential of this technology is often obscured
by hype and misconception. This detailed guide distills the complex, fast moving ideas behind blockchain into an easily
digestible reference manual, showing what's really going on under the hood. Finance and technology pros will learn how
a blockchain works as they explore the evolution and current state of the technology, including the functions of
cryptocurrencies and smart contracts. This book is for anyone evaluating whether to invest time in the cryptocurrency and
blockchain industry. Go beyond buzzwords and see what the technology really has to offer. Learn why Bitcoin was
fundamentally important in blockchain's birth Learn how Ethereum has created a fertile ground for new innovations like
Decentralized Finance (DeFi), Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and Flash Loans Discover the secrets behind cryptocurrency
prices and different forces that affect the highly volatile cryptocurrency markets Learn how cryptocurrencies are used by
criminals to carry out nefarious activities Discover how enterprise and governments are leveraging the blockchain
including Facebook Understand the challenges of scaling and forking a blockchain Learn how different blockchains work
Learn the language of blockchain as industry terms are explained
Move Over, Bitcoin. Ether Is the Digital Currency of the Future. "The momentum has shifted to Ethereum -- there is no
doubt about that," -William Mougayar - founder of Virtual Capital Ventures The value of Ether, the cryptocurrency of the
Ethereum platform, has risen an eye-popping 4,500 percent since the beginning of the year. Experts predict the value of
Ethereum's virtual currency will race past Bitcoin in the coming months should the current trend continue. "There is
almost nothing you can do with Bitcoin that you can't do with Ethereum." There is a reason why Ethereum has been
backed by over thirty big banks, tech giants, and other organizations--including J.P. Morgan, Chase, Microsoft, and Intel ,
who are uniting to build business-ready versions of the software. Over the last few months, 100 plus companies have
joined the nonprofit Enterprise Ethereum Alliance , including global names like Toyota, Merck and Samsung , to build
tools that will make Ethereum useful in corporate settings. Whether you plan to simply invest in Ether as a currency or
you want to build a revolutionary application on the Ethereum platform, it is critical to understand the role of both the
currency and the larger framework. In this book we will examine Ethereum's ground breaking approach to blockchain
technology for building decentralized applications, as well as why Ether will soon overtake Bitcoin in value. Find out
exactly what you need to know if you're thinking about investing in Ether, a project built on the Ethereum platform, or
even developing your own Ethereum-based application. In this guide you will learn: What is Ethereum? The Ethereum
Blockchain The Role of Smart Contracts The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) What are Decentralized Applications?
(dApps) Consensus Algorithms: Proof-of-Work vs. Proof-of-Stake Getting Started with Ethereum Criticisms, Risks, &
Challenges Concerning Ethereum The Future of Ethereum Today, Ethereum offers one of the most well-established and
innovative approaches to making this technology accessible, flexible, and exciting. Whatever the future looks like it is
almost certainly going to be shaped by Blockchain Technology Make sure you do not get left behind and invest now to
secure your place in the future of finance!
Description:In the year 2017, Bitcoin touched a market capitalisation of over 100 billion dollars. In the year 2014, one
Bitcoin could buy about 500 dollars, just three years later one Bitcoin buys 5,000 dollars. The Initial Coin offering is
becoming the preferred method of raising money. Many countries like Dubai have announced their own crypto currency
called emCash.Bitcoin, Ethereum, Blockchain are the most difficult technologies to understand. That's why most people
including technology folks cannot understand the future direction of these technologies. The only way to understand
anything complex is by going back to the basics.This is what we do in this book. We explain every byte of the Bitcoin
blockchain that is downloaded on your computer. only by going back to your roots can you understand anything
complex.Most of the code in this book is written in Python as today, it is the easiest language to use. The Bitcoin Source
is written only in C++. Most of the important Bitcoin data structures are only documented in code, a bare knowledge of
reading and not writing C++ will help. Finally, the official client for Ethereum is written in the programming language Go.It
is written for a programmer, We use code and not words to describe a blockchain. We believe that all kinds of people
including non technology folks will need some programming knowledge to grasp the basic concepts of the blockchain.
There is no other way to understand this technology.Finally, we end the book with the biggest use of smart Contracts
which is raising money using a ICO. Our primary focus is on Bitcoin and Blockchains and not on Ethereum and smart
contracts which comprises only 4 chapters.International Currency transfers are very expensive today. With the advent of
the Lighting Network and sideshains, the Bitcoin blockchain can scale to a level where it can handle transactions faster
than any credit card transaction.One of the recent bigger innovations of Blockchain technology is the Initial Coin offering
or a ICO. This will enable millions of people to invest in companies using blockchain technology. This will help us
understand the technologies under the hood that makes it happen.Table of contents:Chapter 1: Basics of the Bitcoin
Block HeaderChapter 2: Transactions - BasicsChapter 3: Computing the Merkle HashChapter 4: Bitcoin
AddressesChapter 5: Vanity Bitcoin AddressesChapter 6: Difficulty and NonceChapter 7: Storing Bitcoin Transactions
using SQLChapter 8: Transactions - Inputs and OutputsChapter 9: Hiding Data in the blockchainChapter 10: Signing
TransactionsChapter 11: Roll your own transactionChapter 12: Client and ServerChapter 13: Notaries and
OP_RETURNChapter 14: Pay to Script Hash or Multi-Sig Bitcoin addressesChapter 15: Basic NetworkingChapter 16:
More NetworkingChapter 17: Hashes SHA0 and SHA1Chapter 18: Hashes - Sha-256 and RipeMD-160Chapter 19: ECC
with Sage - Part 1Chapter 20: ECC with Sage Part 2Chapter 21: Sending our own transactionChapter 22: Sending one
transaction without using library functionsChapter 23: Index folderChapter 24: UTXO DatasetChapter 25: WalletsChapter
26: Rev/Undo filesChapter 27: peers.dat and banlist.datChapter 28: Miners, blocks and moreChapter 29:
fee_estimates.datChapter 30: Building the Bitcoin Source codeChapter 31: Testing Bitcoin for bugsChapter 32: Ethereum
SolidityChapter 33: Ethereum leveldb keys and GOLANGChapter 34: Ethereum Unravelling the State MachineChapter
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35: Bitcoin Cash vs Segwit vs Segwit2xChapter 36: Bitcoin Core 0.15, UTXO and moreChapter 37: Transactions and
Blocks - Error ChecksChapter 38: ICO and Smart Contract SecurityChapter 39: What is a Bitcoin and a
BlockchainChapter 40: AI and Blockchain - Never The Twain Shall Meet
This Book Contains: Bitcoin Explained, Blockchain Revolution, Ethereum Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Blockchain
Explained
Cryptocurrency: How to invest Your Money in Bitcoin, Ethereum, LItecoin, and Other Blockchain and Earn Passive
Income (A Practical Guide to Avoiding Mistakes and Traps)
Mastering Blockchain
Out of the Ether
Foundations of Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Programming for Beginners
Blockchains, Digital Assets, Smart Contracts, Decentralised Autonomous Organisations

Unearth the World-Changing Secrets of cryptocurrency This bundle contains 3 manuscripts: Blockchain,
Bitcoin & Ethereum Blockchain: Inside Blockchain: Understanding the Blockchain Revolution and the
Technology Behind It, you'll find out what blockchains are, how we use them today, and their potential
for changing the banking industry as we know it! Read Blockchain for FREE on Kindle Unlimited! In
simple, easy-to-understand language, this book explains how blockchains can be used by public and
private organizations. This technology will rock the financial world - and reach far beyond! Bitcoin:
In this book, you are going to learn everything that you have to know about Bitcoin and how it can
benefit you. When you start using Bitcoin, you do not have to worry about being the only one using it
because you are going to be one of the many who join in on the fun... Inside you will learn, Basic
information about cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin Wallets that you can use and how to keep them secure How
to use Bitcoins easier What mistakes other people do and how to avoid doing these Scams that you need
to be aware of Answers to frequently asked questions And so much more! You won't regret grabbing a copy
of this book because you will have enough information to start using Bitcoin like a pro! Ethereum: Do
you want to enter today's growing cryptocurrency markets - but feel overwhelmed by the tech lingo that
surrounds this opportunity? Don't worry - it's far simpler than it sounds to understand Ethereum and
make the most of this exciting new investment option. When you get your copy of Ethereum, you'll
discover simple and actionable definitions for new terms like blockchain, gas, and ether. This
comprehensive and easy-to-read guide provides everything you need to get started in this new world of
finance Ethereum uses decentralized blockchain technologies to ensure no one can distort the currency
by acquiring the majority of it. Imagine - a new financial system built on openness, transparency, and
equality! With this book, you'll even learn how to use Ethereum to build your own applications! Don't
miss out on this game-changing opportunity - download your copy of Cryptocurrency and start building
wealth - today! It's quick and easy to order - just scroll up and click the BUY NOW WITH ONE CLICK
button on the right-hand side of your screen.
Take This Book and discover everything you need to know about Cryptocurrency before Investing In It
Ever wondered what contributed to the Bitcoin boom? It has taken away the global market by a boom.
Within a short span of time, it has crossed some major milestones, and you might be wondering, how it
all started. Apart from the fact that Bitcoins are decentralized, the fact that it was the first
cryptocurrency to work on blockchain technology, contributed to its success. Blockchain technology is
something that most major systems in the world will have to depend on in the near future, and we will
take a look at it in detail below. In this eBook, we will take a look at the major cryptocurrency
bitcoin, how popular alternatives like Etherium are the way to go if you are looking to make money
through cryptocurrency, how blockchain technology works, and how you could make the best investments.
We will take a look at all that you need to know about cryptocurrencies itself, and how they can differ
from each other. Would You Like to Know More?
Crptocurrency has gained a lot of popularity recently and for good reason. Since you are reading this
description, you have probably heard of digital currencies and how investing in them has made many
people rich. If you are thinking that it's too late to join the ranks of those people, think again.
Cryptocurrencies are just getting started and they are the future. This book will teach you everything
you need to know to get started with digital gold. This was designed to provide the essential
information for anyone who is interested in cryptocurrency investments. Here is what it covers: Explaining the whole concept of cryptocurrency on the example of Bitcoin, - An overview of all of the
key features of a cryptocurrency network, - How to begin with the first crypto investment and avoid the
pitfalls, - Using a means of investment called HODL and its two alternatives that have proven to be
successful in the long run. From understanding how you can mine, trade, and sell cryptocurrency, to the
different markets and technologies behind them, this guide is your ticket to mastering crypto.
Including a variety of real-life Bitcoin case studies, and how you can use crypto as a form of
investment, it’s never been easier to start mining and see the results! Get your copy today by clicking
the ''BUY NOW'' button at the top of this page!
The ICO is the most user-friendly and progressive investment form with future users supporting projects
they like with their capital. This is the market of the wisest who are already creating the new world
leaders, cryptographically protected, regulated by smart contracts, and, of course, decentralized. That
is - absolutely independent. Here Is A Preview Of What’s Included… • What Is The Blockchain? • How The
Blockchain Works • The History Of The Blockchain & Bitcoin • The Advantages Of Blockchain Technology •
The Disadvantages Of Blockchain Technology • Blockchain’s Impact On The Finance Industry • Ethereum,
Smart Contracts, And Decentralized Apps • The Future Of Blockchain • Much, Much More! Now, you probably
have heard something about Bitcoin. Do you know exactly what it is though? Bitcoin is interesting, and
we will give you some information about it here. What is more interesting is the underlying
infrastructure that makes Bitcoin work. The blockchain is so much more than just what makes Bitcoin
work, though, it is an entirely new way of storing and securing data.
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Are you looking to invest in a cryptocurrency that has the potential to reap high levels of profits? Do
you want to know more about the technology that could convert centralized systems across thousands of
services into open source, decentralized networks? This technology is Ethereum, and it is one of the
most talked about crypto-technologies of the moment, alongside its currency, known as Ether. This book
is going to provide you with everything you need to know about Ethereum and whether it is worth
investing in now. Like many people, I became interested in Bitcoin years ago, when Bitcoin was still
relatively new, but hinting at a huge profit margin for those who took the risk and invested. It was
after a couple of years playing around on the Bitcoin market that I heard about a new type of
blockchain technology, one that wasn't just a digital form of payment, but one that could support
potentially endless different types of applications. Not only that, but it comes with its own currency.
This, to me, sounded like a potentially profitable situation, so I decided to dig a little deeper.
Unlike Bitcoin, Ethereum is still largely unknown to those who don't keep up with the cryptocurrency
world, so the amount of information available is limited or highly technical. Still, it was fascinating
and the more I read about Ethereum, the more I began to see its huge potential. And I'm not alone. More
and more Fortune 500 companies are investing in Ethereum technology as it becomes increasingly
lucrative and poises to change business processes as we know them. I decided to condense my research
and share my knowledge on Ethereum by writing this book. The book is designed for those who are new to
cryptocurrency, but want to invest in it or learn more about it, as well as for more experienced
traders looking to expand their portfolios. With a 5,000% increase in value in the first few months of
2017, Ethereum is proving to be a profitable currency. Still, as it is so new - it was only launched in
2015 - it comes with many infancy-related risks. It's partly this that makes it so exciting. This book
will help you make your own investment decisions and decide if Ethereum is the right coin for you after
weighing up the pros and cons that are presented here. So far, Ethereum has made me good money and I
was lucky to make the investment when I did. However, now is not too late to invest, not by a long
shot. In fact, now is the perfect moment to make the most of Ethereum's infancy and gain potential
first-mover advantages. Ethereum's technology is only at the beginning of its potential growth stages,
possibly reaching to dozens of industries and thousands of services. If its technology is adopted the
way it is expected to be, Ethereum will enjoy a long and lucrative spot at the top. The profits are
ripe for the taking.
Bitcoin And Ethereum Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrency All-in-One For Dummies
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Cryptocurrency
The Cryptoverse
The Undocumented Internals of Bitcoin, Ethereum and Blockchains VOL 2
A Guide to the World of Ethereum

The Cryptocurrency Revolution Is Here! Want to learn more about the super exciting
cryptocurrency industry and how exactly to get involved? Maybe you just want a little
background on some of the “hotter” options before investing time and/or money or you just
want to know the basics of what exactly a blockchain, cryptocurrency, or digital wallet
is? Download this book and you’ll learn many of the reasons for the excitement and hype
surrounding cryptocurrencies and the blockchain technology. I’ve provided the backgrounds
on the major players among the cryptocurrencies themselves, as well as some of the mining
software providers and the available digitalWallet companies. Learn how to start mining
some of the hottest coins in minutes. Get a crash course on how to keep your accounts,
emails, computers, and cryptocurrencies safe with some simple tips that you can
immediately put to use. A lot of the information I’ve put together here is either hard to
find or is so spread so far apart that it can take a full day just to find what you need,
and another day just to ingest, digest, and understand all of the pertinent information.
Thousands, and more likely, millions of individuals and companies around the globe wish
they had taken these steps early in Bitcoin’s history when they were less than$10 USD and
now, thousands of people are looking for the next big thing. You have the opportunity to
join any one of several growing communities, and the potential appears to be quite high
for the near future and for the long run, at least for some of the current contenders.
Not to mention, some of the newICOs. Download this book and find out which
cryptocurrencies have been around the longest, who has some of the best prospects, and
who’s the new kid on the block. I’ve deciphered the basics you need to know to get
started in whatever field you choose. Learn exactly what a block, block time, and
blockchain are and how exactly they relate to the cryptocurrency market and what some of
them have planned for the near future. Who has plans to completely change their
underlying protocols and who recently experienced ‘hard forks’ to fix issues or settle
community disputes? I’ve tried to cover as much of the basics that I could think of and I
truly think you will find my book informative and worth the download. With several of the
cryptocurrencies showing continued growth asan investment and the broadening acceptance
of the blockchain technology itself, educating yourself on the basics is a very wise move
that everyone should make at this point in time. Reading this book isn’t guaranteed to
make you the next ‘big winner’ in the cryptocurrency market or provide you with the
solutions to every question you have regarding the industry. But it will give you great
insight on cryptocurrencies in general, what they can do, what you can do with them, and
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how exactly you can get started on mining some of the available coins out there right
now. You Will Learn: What Is Cryptocurrency? What Exactly Is a Blockchain? What
Cryptocurrencies Are Available? How Do I Mine For “Free” Cryptocurrencies? What Are These
Wallet Things? What is PoW and PoS? Terms and Definitions And More...
Bitcoin And Ethereum Cryptocurrencies!! ★★ Special 2-In-1 Deal - Buy The Paperback
Version And Get The Ebook For FREE! ★★The Bitcoin Revolution Is Here! Bitcoin is fast
becoming the most popular method of paying online. Although it has been around since
2008, there are still some people that have either never heard of the service or that do
not know its uses. Some people simply thought that Bitcoin
Learn the skills to get in on the crypto craze The world of cryptocurrency includes some
of the coolest technologies and most lucrative investments available today. And you can
jump right into the middle of the action with Cryptocurrency All-in-One For Dummies, a
collection of simple and straightforward resources that will get you up to speed on
cryptocurrency investing and mining, blockchain, Bitcoin, and Ethereum. Stop scouring a
million different places on the web and settle in with this one-stop compilation of up-todate and reliable info on what's been called the "21st century gold rush." So, whether
you're just looking for some fundamental knowledge about how cryptocurrency works, or
you're ready to put some money into the markets, you'll find what you need in one of the
five specially curated resources included in this book. Cryptocurrency All-in-One For
Dummies will help you: Gain an understanding of how cryptocurrency works and the
blockchain technologies that power cryptocurrency Find out if you're ready to invest in
the cryptocurrency market and how to make smart decisions with your cash Build a
cryptocurrency mining rig out of optimized and specifically chosen computing hardware
Dive into the details of leading cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum Perfect for
anyone curious and excited about the potential that's been unlocked by the latest in
cryptocurrency tech, this book will give you the foundation you need to become a savvy
cryptocurrency consumer, investor, or miner before you know it.
This Trilogy Contains: Blockchain: The Beginners Guide to Understanding the Technology
Behind Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency Bitcoin: The Beginners Guide to Making Money with Bitcoin
& Blockchain Cryptocurrency Ethereum: The Definitive Guide to Investing in Ethereum &
Blockchain Cryptocurrency "What the Internet did for communications, Blockchain will do
for trusted transactions".- Ginni Rometty, IBM CEO Cryptocurrency and it's disruptive
architecture is now heading the biggest revolution in the Finance sector for the last 100
years. There is a lot of hype surrounding Cryptocurrency, but what does this actually
mean for us? What is this new technology? Why does it matter and how can we capitalize?
These questions are not always answered with due diligence in the sea of headlines that
deal with digital currencies. As a result, many people are left with an incomplete
understanding of this transformative new technology and its massive implications for the
future. The goal of these books is not to plumb the depths of mathematical wizardry, as
much of the available information dealing with cryptocurrencies assumes a fairly advanced
level of experience with cryptography, computer programming, financial markets, and
mathematics in general, but rather to serve as an introduction to the broader
architecture and conceptual background of cryptocurrency technology. We will take a
practical approach, examining how Blockchain, Bitcoin & Ethereum are used in the real
world. In this trilogy guide you will learn: A Brief History of Blockchain Technology
Blockchain Basics: Managing Digital Transactions Profiting from Blockchain Technologies
Limitations & Challenges of Blockchain How can I use Bitcoin? The difference between
Bitcoin & other cryptocurrencies Choosing the Best Bitcoin Wallet Making Money &
Investing With Bitcoin Common Myths, Mistakes, & Misconceptions About Bitcoin The Role of
Smart Contracts The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) Consensus Algorithms: Proof-of-Work
vs. Proof-of-Stake Getting Started with Ethereum Criticisms, Risks, & Challenges
Concerning Ethereum For Centuries, people have relied on third parties and corrupt
Centralized Institutions like banks and Governments to serve as intermediaries when it
comes to storing and transacting financial assets. This is ALL About To Change... Make
sure you take action and join the Financial Revolution.
The easiest way into the world of blockchain, cryptocurrency, decentralization, bitcoin,
icos, and co: Have you ever asked yourself what a cryptocurrency, a blockchain, or
Bitcoin is? How about the word "decentralization?" You might have heard that "these
things are coming" and "will take over the world." No matter if you have or haven't,
"they" are right-these things are coming. And "these things" will play just as important
a role as the internet has for the past 20 years. You know who "won" with the internet?
The people who started preparing for it at the beginning, using it personally or for
their business before others did. With this new technology called blockchain, a similar
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window of opportunity has started to open. If you have no clue what a blockchain, a
cryptocurrency, or Bitcoin is, don't worry-most of the population doesn't. One of the
main challenges for anyone trying to get familiar with these topics is the question of
"Where should I start?" This is exactly what prompted me to write this book. In the
simplest way possible, I will explain all the aforementioned points so even a 10-year-old
could understand them. At the same time, I will reference the details on a technical
level to give you both the large scale and the detailed picture. Explaining something to
a 10-year-old is in no way a commentary on anyone's intelligence. I'm just following
Albert Einstein's advice: "If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well
enough." My ultimate goal is to make people all around the world #CRYPTOFIT. I.E fit for
this new wave of decentralization and blockchain. 10 things you will learn in this book
that will blow your mind: What does "backed by gold" actually mean? Will cryptocurrencies
replace fiat currencies? Can an internet outage destroy cryptocurrencies? Does mining
really create cryptocurrencies? (Hint: It doesn't) Is a maximum amount of Bitcoin really
good for a currency? How do I get a cryptocurrency account if no one is in charge? Are
cryptocurrencies better than fiat currencies? Is blockchain the only solution for
decentralization? Which technology will win? (Hint: Not the best one!) Can you lose a
coin? (Hint: You can NOT) Enjoy the read - Yours, Dr. Julian Hosp An overview of the
areas covered in the book: FROM GOLD TO CRYPTO BLOCKCHAIN AND CRYPTOCURRENCY BASICS
PRIVATE KEYS AND PUBLIC ADDRESSES MINING HOW ARE CRYPTOCURRENCIES CREATED? WALLETS
BLOCKCHAIN FORKS AND ATTACKS DESTROYING A CRYPTOCURRENCY? PRIVACY, ANONYMITY, AND
TRANSPARENCY ALTCOINS AND BITCOIN CRYPTO-INVESTING THE FUTURE OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES BONUS
CHAPTER: INITIAL COIN OFFERINGs (ICOs)
Cryptocurrencies Simply Explained - By Tenx Co-Founder Dr. Julian Hosp
Ethereum Blockchain Revolution Explained
The Ultimate Guide To The World Of Blockchain Technology, Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Cryptocurrency, Smart Contracts
The Amazing Story of Ethereum and the $55 Million Heist that Almost Destroyed It All
The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review
4 Manuscripts - Bitcoin Explained, Blockchain Revolution, Ethereum Blockchain AND
Cryptocurrency Blockchain Explained
Have you been hearing about Crypto, NFTs, and the Metaverse lately in the news and can't seem to wrap your head around
what they are? Do you wonder how you can start investing in crypto but don't really know what it is and have hesitations
around investing in something you don't understand? Do you wish you were able to understand cryptocurrency but are
afraid that it is too complex and complicated? What if I told you could do all three, all at once? If this sounds good, then
keep reading! Cryptocurrencies are fascinating new-age decentralized currencies that are only available online and allow
the user to be somewhat anonymous. With thousands of cryptocurrencies available, there is some serious growth potential.
This book bundle aims to give you a complete reference guide to investing right away. Nick Woods' & Chris Collins' series is
comprised into one all-encompassing bundle here with Crypto Investing Mastery Bible: 7 BOOKS IN 1 - Cryptocurrencies,
Bitcoin, Ethereum, DeFi, Blockchain, Metaverse, NFTs, NFT Art and Collectibles. Cryptocurrency for Beginners: Complete
Crypto Investing Guide with Everything You Need to Know About Crypto and Altcoins Including Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dogecoin,
Cardano, Solana, XRP, Binance, Polkadot, and More! The Most Popular Cryptocurrencies; What Is In Store for the Future of
Cryptocurrency; Bitcoin for Beginners: An Introduction to Bitcoin, Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Comparison of Bitcoin to
Fiat currencies; Bitcoin Background / History / Main Highlights; How to Mine Bitcoin; Ethereum for Beginners: The Complete
Guide to Understanding Ethereum, Blockchain, Smart Contracts, ICOs, and Decentralized Apps What Ethereum Is and Why It
Is So Important; How It Works and Why It's Different from Bitcoin; How to Get Started Mining Ether; Decentralized Finance
(DeFi) for Beginners: DeFi and Blockchain, Borrow, Lend, Trade, Save & Invest in Peer to Peer Lending & Farming What the
Term Decentralized Finance Means; How You Could Benefit From It; DeFi Platform Services; NFT World: The Worldwide
Explosion of NFTs, Cryptoart, and the Metaverse, and How You Can Profit from this New and Exciting Investment The Role of
NFTs in Blockchains; NFT Marketplaces; The Future of NFTs; NFT Art and Collectibles for Beginners: The Must Have Guide for
Understanding Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs) History and Emergence of NFTs; The Non-Fungible Token Market; Role of Art in
NFTs; Enter the Metaverse: NFT Games, Play-to-Earn, GameFi, and Blockchain Entertainment such as Axie Infinity,
Decentraland, The Sandbox, Meta, Gala, Gods Unchained, Bloktopia, and More! How to Play Popular Metaverse Games; Tips
for Beginners when Playing NFT Games; How to Earn Income with Play-to-Earn Game; AND SO MUCH MORE! If you're ready
to start understanding cryptocurrency and blockchain and learn how you can get involved in this groundbreaking
opportunity - then look no further! What are you waiting for? Scroll up and hit BUY NOW to start today!
7 BOOKS IN 1 - Cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, Ethereum, DeFi, NFTs, NFT Art and Collectibles, & Metaverse
2 Manuscripts - Bitcoin Explained AND Ethereum Blockchain Revolution Explained
Introducing Ethereum and Solidity
Beginner’s Guide To Understanding Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin And Other Cryptocurrencies
Bitcoin and Ethereum Cryptocurrencies
Blockchain, Bitcoin, Ethereum
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